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ETLHIVE is a leading advanced software training institute in Pune. WeETLHIVE is a leading advanced software training institute in Pune. We
are known for Best Bigdata and Hadoop training in pune . Weekend &are known for Best Bigdata and Hadoop training in pune . Weekend &
weekdays batch.weekdays batch.

The Tableau Training In Pune at ETLhive ensures an in-depthThe Tableau Training In Pune at ETLhive ensures an in-depth
understanding of the Tableau Desktop Skills, whereby you will gain aunderstanding of the Tableau Desktop Skills, whereby you will gain a
meaningful insight into Data Visualization, conditional formatting,meaningful insight into Data Visualization, conditional formatting,
scripting, and organising and simplifying data. Further, the coursescripting, and organising and simplifying data. Further, the course
throws light on Tableau Statistics, and provides hands-on trainingthrows light on Tableau Statistics, and provides hands-on training
about how to create the most comprehensive and interactiveabout how to create the most comprehensive and interactive
dashboards. After undergoing extensive training at ETLhive, you will bedashboards. After undergoing extensive training at ETLhive, you will be
able to master Tableau mapping concepts such as radical selectionsable to master Tableau mapping concepts such as radical selections
and custom geocoding; and varied charts such as waterfall, pareto,and custom geocoding; and varied charts such as waterfall, pareto,
gantt, sparkline, boxplots, and market basket analysis. As a matter ofgantt, sparkline, boxplots, and market basket analysis. As a matter of
fact, with a steep rise in the number of Tableau customers, therefact, with a steep rise in the number of Tableau customers, there
occurs an increased demand of Tableau experts across the globe.occurs an increased demand of Tableau experts across the globe.
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Seize the opportunity and become a Tableau expert - gain expertiseSeize the opportunity and become a Tableau expert - gain expertise
and stand tall in the field of business intelligence competingand stand tall in the field of business intelligence competing
enthusiastically against the latest global trends. Taking intoenthusiastically against the latest global trends. Taking into
consideration the ever-rising demand of tabeau experts, ETLhive hasconsideration the ever-rising demand of tabeau experts, ETLhive has
specifically designed its Tableau Training Course in such a way so as tospecifically designed its Tableau Training Course in such a way so as to
make you undergo the best of training in Tableau, so that you are ablemake you undergo the best of training in Tableau, so that you are able
to understand the need for visualization, gain command over theto understand the need for visualization, gain command over the
Tableau skill-set, and create meaningful, convincing, and highlyTableau skill-set, and create meaningful, convincing, and highly
interactive visions and dashboards.interactive visions and dashboards.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/etlhive-7934http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/etlhive-7934
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